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Novel Chapter 371

Chapter 371: 371

Before those weird creatures could get too close, Leon stopped them using

Thunder Ray . In the end, he defeated them, but to have enough time to do
that, Leon had to fly upward, and then he touched the ceiling . The magma
creatures became rock thanks to Leon's attack and fell on the river .

"Ouch!" Leon screamed in pain when he felt his back burning . "How can this

be so hot? My Fire Resistance is level one hundred fifty, dammit!"

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

It wasn't that surprising that his skill leveled up, but it had been a long time
since that happened that Leon was left speechless . However, it looked like
the surprises wouldn't end there . Three other creatures left the magma river
and flew toward Leon . He used Appraisal, but the skill didn't work .

"What the hell . . "

Leon didn't see anything, not even the question marks or any blue screen
appeared… that was too weird . Leon tried to take a spear out of his magic



box, but then noticed again that he didn't have anything aside from his

clothes… it was a habit, but Leon felt like an idiot .

"Eat this!" Leon shot three Plasma Bullets and made the monsters fall on the
river of magma again .

Leon sighed in relief, only a plasma bullet was enough to kill those things,
but it looked like he wouldn't have any peace even if he kills those monsters
in one shot . Another three monsters came out of the river…

"Just what the hell is going on here… Are those three the same monsters I

killed before? Is the river healing them even though they exploded?"

Leon decided to escape . It wasn't time to face any monster . Although he
could kill them, he was spending a lot of mana, and he didn't have any means
to recover his energy unless he waits for it .

Leon flew and tried to escape from the monsters, but they also could fly quite
fast . Not only that, but the more Leon flew, the more monsters appeared out
of the river of magma to attack him . He couldn't outrun them, and his mana
was bound to end, even if he only uses Fly…

"Using buffs would only increase my consumption of mana… I have to defeat

them . "

There weren't many places where Leon could put his feet, he found one
eventually, but it was quite close to the river of magma… fighting there

would be very unpleasant and risky, but he had no other choice . While Leon

flew to the small earth platform, he created a hammer made of earth and



hardened it . The hammer was five meters long, and a lot of mana would be
consumed to turn into steel, so he decided not to do
it .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

The very moment Leon stepped on the earth platform, his shoes melted, and
his feet started to burn . The pain annoyed and made him moan in pain, but at
least that made Leon recall that he could fly using much less mana… just by
creating a thin layer of the earth under his feet and so he did .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Shit, am I inside a volcano or something?"

Leon's clothes were even starting to burn, so he couldn't wast time with those
creatures . The moment they entered his range, the heat increased, but he
ignored, activated Haste for a second, and smashed three of them on the

platform . If the magma were healing them, they wouldn't recover as long as
they don't fall on the river .

The other three surrounded Leon, but he increased the Gravity around himself
and made the creatures falter . After a full swing, Leon knocked them down

and made them become a paste . One of the last trees grabbed Leon's arm,
and he felt his flesh being consumed by the flames, everything could have
been solved if Leon had used Mana Armor, but he decided not to do it .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled
up .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Hammer Mastery has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon paid for his choice, but Rage increased his speed, and then after another
full swing, he smashed them on the ground .

"Dammit . . . even the hammer is burning my hands . "

Leon's hands were already peeling and red, it wouldn't take long before his
muscles suffer some damage, and that would be the worst . . . as if that
wasn't bad enough, Leon saw the remaining of those magma creatures

moving toward the river of magma .

"This has to be a bad joke . . . "

Leon created a thin wall of earth around the platform to stop the magma
creatures from returning to the river . . . but his earth didn't last long when the
remainings of the magma creatures touched it . The only thing Leon could do
was escape and gain some distance over them, and so he did . However, even
after flying for quite a while, Leon didn't find an end to that hellish place .

"How in the hell can exist such a big volcano? This doesn't make any
sense . . . "



Leon thought he had adapted himself to many situations pretty well, but it
looked like that wasn't the case . Although he left the island using his power
alone, as of late, he was relying a bit too much on magic items, blue angel
leaves, and mana potions . This time if he wanted to escape that hell-hole, he
would have to improve his survival instincts to a whole new level .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Still . . . Leon couldn't help but wonder if he would succeed or melt before
that happens . . .

Before those weird creatures could get too close, Leon stopped them using

Thunder Ray . In the end, he defeated them, but to have enough time to do
that, Leon had to fly upward, and then he touched the ceiling . The magma
creatures became rock thanks to Leons attack and fell on the river .

Ouch! Leon screamed in pain when he felt his back burning . How can this be

so hot? My Fire Resistance is level one hundred fifty, dammit!

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

It wasnt that surprising that his skill leveled up, but it had been a long time
since that happened that Leon was left speechless . However, it looked like
the surprises wouldnt end there . Three other creatures left the magma river
and flew toward Leon . He used Appraisal, but the skill didnt work .



What the hell . .

Leon didnt see anything, not even the question marks or any blue screen
appeared… that was too weird . Leon tried to take a spear out of his magic
box, but then noticed again that he didnt have anything aside from his

clothes… it was a habit, but Leon felt like an idiot .

Eat this! Leon shot three Plasma Bullets and made the monsters fall on the
river of magma again .

Leon sighed in relief, only a plasma bullet was enough to kill those things,
but it looked like he wouldnt have any peace even if he kills those monsters in
one shot . Another three monsters came out of the river…

Just what the hell is going on here… Are those three the same monsters I
killed before? Is the river healing them even though they exploded?

Leon decided to escape . It wasnt time to face any monster . Although he
could kill them, he was spending a lot of mana, and he didnt have any means
to recover his energy unless he waits for it .

Leon flew and tried to escape from the monsters, but they also could fly quite
fast . Not only that, but the more Leon flew, the more monsters appeared out
of the river of magma to attack him . He couldnt outrun them, and his mana
was bound to end, even if he only uses Fly…

Using buffs would only increase my consumption of mana… I have to defeat
them .



There werent many places where Leon could put his feet, he found one
eventually, but it was quite close to the river of magma… fighting there

would be very unpleasant and risky, but he had no other choice . While Leon

flew to the small earth platform, he created a hammer made of earth and
hardened it . The hammer was five meters long, and a lot of mana would be
consumed to turn into steel, so he decided not to do it .

The very moment Leon stepped on the earth platform, his shoes melted, and
his feet started to burn . The pain annoyed and made him moan in pain, but at
least that made Leon recall that he could fly using much less mana… just by
creating a thin layer of the earth under his feet and so he did .

You obtained 01 status points .

Shit, am I inside a volcano or something?

Leons clothes were even starting to burn, so he couldnt wast time with those
creatures . The moment they entered his range, the heat increased, but he
ignored, activated Haste for a second, and smashed three of them on the

platform . If the magma were healing them, they wouldnt recover as long as
they dont fall on the river .

The other three surrounded Leon, but he increased the Gravity around himself
and made the creatures falter . After a full swing, Leon knocked them down

and made them become a paste . One of the last trees grabbed Leons arm, and
he felt his flesh being consumed by the flames, everything could have been
solved if Leon had used Mana Armor, but he decided not to do it .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Hammer Mastery has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon paid for his choice, but Rage increased his speed, and then after another
full swing, he smashed them on the ground .

Dammit . . . even the hammer is burning my hands .

Leons hands were already peeling and red, it wouldnt take long before his
muscles suffer some damage, and that would be the worst . . . as if that wasnt
bad enough, Leon saw the remaining of those magma creatures moving

toward the river of magma .

This has to be a bad joke . . .

Leon created a thin wall of earth around the platform to stop the magma
creatures from returning to the river . . . but his earth didnt last long when the
remainings of the magma creatures touched it . The only thing Leon could do
was escape and gain some distance over them, and so he did . However, even
after flying for quite a while, Leon didnt find an end to that hellish place .

How in the hell can exist such a big volcano? This doesnt make any

sense . . .



Leon thought he had adapted himself to many situations pretty well, but it
looked like that wasnt the case . Although he left the island using his power
alone, as of late, he was relying a bit too much on magic items, blue angel
leaves, and mana potions . This time if he wanted to escape that hell-hole, he
would have to improve his survival instincts to a whole new level .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Still . . . Leon couldnt help but wonder if he would succeed or melt before
that happens . . .

Novel Chapter 372

Chapter 372: 372

Leon flew for a while, but it looked like the scenario was repeating itself, he
could only see magma, walls, ceiling, and rocks . As if that wasn't weird
enough, those odd creatures that couldn't be analyzed by Appraisal never
stopped from coming .

"I need to change my tactics . At this rate, I will die after exhausting my mana
or even by this annoying and hellish heat . "

Leon stopped above a rock and confirmed that only three magma creatures
were following him . For whatever reason, they couldn't keep themselves
working after getting away from the place they appeared . So, instead of



continuosly running away, it was better to deal with the three of them before

others join the group .

"Let's see how well Frost Wave can deal with them . . . "

Leon shot a sphere of ice, and when the sphere hit the creatures, it exploded
and ice-covered it . As it was expected, the heat of the river of magma soon
started to melt the ice . To counter that, Leon moved the blocks of ice using
Telekinesis to the ceiling, but even there, the ice was melting .

"This will only buy me a minute or two . . . it won't solve the problem . "

In the end, Leon could only solve the problem with brute strength as always .
He was out of time, but he still decided to solve a lot of problems he was
going to have at once since Leon lost his items .

Leon created a thin layer of earth under himself and sat on it while it
approached the ceiling of that hellhole . After that, he started to meditate . His
goal wasn't to increase his mana and intelligence . Instead, Leon wanted to
learn Zen since it would be much more efficient to recover his mana using
that .

Sponsored Content
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Meditation started to recover Leon's mana, but the magma creatures began to
attack his Mana Armor . He wasn't losing his focus, but it was clear that he



was losing more mana than he was recovering . . . Leon had no time for that .
There was no point in keeping Mana Dominion active . If he feels every
single movement of the magma creatures, he will get distracted, so he
deactivated it . However, it took a full hour before Leon could reach the level
of focus necessary to receive the notification . Still, at least in that state, he
didn't have to worry about the heavy air and the heat . His body was still
suffering a lot, but he wasn't suffering mentally all that much .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Zen .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Since I'm already at it . . . I should level up the skill while I can . Who

knows for how long I will face only this many enemies and when a new and
more powerful one will appear . . . "

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Sponsored Content
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Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

When Leon deactivated Zen, he saw his clothes drenched in sweat . Although
his mind was at peace, his body was still suffering due to the heat and the
stagnated air . His mana was reaching dangerous levels, Leon wanted to make
a weapon at least made of steel, but it looked like he wouldn't have enough
time to do it .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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"At least made the heat decrease dammit . . . why this shit skill levels up and
I don't feel any better?"

Leon didn't even have time to think about that . He had to deal with the
magma creatures . Using Thunder Ray, Leon stopped the creatures and saved



some mana because he stopped their attacks, but Leon used much more using
Thunder Ray . The magma on the creature's bodies hardened, and they started
to fall back to the river, but Leon stopped them using Telekinesis and moved

to some rocks .

"This should buy me some time . . . "

Leon started to work on a steel spear, but before he could complete half of it,
the magma creatures freed themselves . They only stayed stuck on their own
hardened shells for two minutes . . .

"Give me a break . "

It was a waste of time, so Leon decided to attack the creatures and send them
back to the river of magma . They would return in thirty seconds or so, but at
least Leon wouldn't spend too much mana . Using his half-made weapon,
Leon destroyed the monsters' head in a single strike, but even without their
heads, the creatures could still move .

"They are like puppets . . . exploding their heads isn't enough . "

In the end, it was a waste of time to save mana and lose time using his own
strength . Using Telekinesis, Leon controlled his half-made spear and split
the creatures in two, making them fall on the river of magma . Without

wasting time, Leon started to meditate, and when the creatures returned a few
seconds later, he destroyed them in the same manner .

Congratulations! The skill Meditation has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Leon repeated that process over and over again until his mana was full . In the
blink of an eye, he built the remaining parts of the spear .

Steel Spear

It grants you Strength + 10, Speed + 10 .

"A very crappy spear . . . but it will do the job . "

The monsters returned once again, but Leon didn't waste time in killing
them . However, it looked like Leon would have to let them close a little

more . His spear had just been made, but it was already losing its edge thanks
to the heat and the magma on the creatures' body .

"I never can catch a break . . . "

Leon flew for a while, but it looked like the scenario was repeating itself, he
could only see magma, walls, ceiling, and rocks . As if that wasnt weird
enough, those odd creatures that couldnt be analyzed by Appraisal never
stopped from coming .

I need to change my tactics . At this rate, I will die after exhausting my mana
or even by this annoying and hellish heat .

Leon stopped above a rock and confirmed that only three magma creatures
were following him . For whatever reason, they couldnt keep themselves
working after getting away from the place they appeared . So, instead of



continuosly running away, it was better to deal with the three of them before

others join the group .

Lets see how well Frost Wave can deal with them . . .

Leon shot a sphere of ice, and when the sphere hit the creatures, it exploded
and ice-covered it . As it was expected, the heat of the river of magma soon
started to melt the ice . To counter that, Leon moved the blocks of ice using
Telekinesis to the ceiling, but even there, the ice was melting .

This will only buy me a minute or two . . . it wont solve the problem .

In the end, Leon could only solve the problem with brute strength as always .
He was out of time, but he still decided to solve a lot of problems he was
going to have at once since Leon lost his items .

Leon created a thin layer of earth under himself and sat on it while it
approached the ceiling of that hellhole . After that, he started to meditate . His
goal wasnt to increase his mana and intelligence . Instead, Leon wanted to
learn Zen since it would be much more efficient to recover his mana using
that .

Meditation started to recover Leons mana, but the magma creatures began to
attack his Mana Armor . He wasnt losing his focus, but it was clear that he
was losing more mana than he was recovering . . . Leon had no time for that .
There was no point in keeping Mana Dominion active . If he feels every
single movement of the magma creatures, he will get distracted, so he
deactivated it . However, it took a full hour before Leon could reach the level
of focus necessary to receive the notification . Still, at least in that state, he



didnt have to worry about the heavy air and the heat . His body was still
suffering a lot, but he wasnt suffering mentally all that much .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Zen .

You obtained 01 status points .

Since Im already at it . . . I should level up the skill while I can . Who knows

for how long I will face only this many enemies and when a new and more
powerful one will appear . . .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



When Leon deactivated Zen, he saw his clothes drenched in sweat . Although
his mind was at peace, his body was still suffering due to the heat and the
stagnated air . His mana was reaching dangerous levels, Leon wanted to make
a weapon at least made of steel, but it looked like he wouldnt have enough
time to do it .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

At least made the heat decrease dammit . . . why this shit skill levels up and
I dont feel any better?

Leon didnt even have time to think about that . He had to deal with the
magma creatures . Using Thunder Ray, Leon stopped the creatures and saved
some mana because he stopped their attacks, but Leon used much more using
Thunder Ray . The magma on the creatures bodies hardened, and they started
to fall back to the river, but Leon stopped them using Telekinesis and moved

to some rocks .

This should buy me some time . . .

Leon started to work on a steel spear, but before he could complete half of it,
the magma creatures freed themselves . They only stayed stuck on their own
hardened shells for two minutes . . .

Give me a break .



It was a waste of time, so Leon decided to attack the creatures and send them
back to the river of magma . They would return in thirty seconds or so, but at
least Leon wouldnt spend too much mana . Using his half-made weapon,
Leon destroyed the monsters head in a single strike, but even without their
heads, the creatures could still move .

They are like puppets . . . exploding their heads isnt enough .

In the end, it was a waste of time to save mana and lose time using his own
strength . Using Telekinesis, Leon controlled his half-made spear and split
the creatures in two, making them fall on the river of magma . Without

wasting time, Leon started to meditate, and when the creatures returned a few
seconds later, he destroyed them in the same manner .

Congratulations! The skill Meditation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon repeated that process over and over again until his mana was full . In the
blink of an eye, he built the remaining parts of the spear .

Steel Spear

It grants you Strength + 10, Speed + 10 .

A very crappy spear . . . but it will do the job .



The monsters returned once again, but Leon didnt waste time in killing them .
However, it looked like Leon would have to let them close a little more . His
spear had just been made, but it was already losing its edge thanks to the heat
and the magma on the creatures body .

I never can catch a break . . .

Novel Chapter 373

Chapter 373: 373

After flying for a while, and killing some magma creatures, Leon finally
found a bifurcation in that damn cave . Still, the scenario was repeating itself,
so it was hard to know, but Leon was pretty sure that he flew for more than

ten hours . It was insane, but it looked like he was on a cave very deep
underground .

"It is a wonder I can breathe here . . . my coughing finally stopped, but it is
still hard . . . and I'm hungry . . . "

Leon doubted that he could find anything to eat so close to a river of magma,
eating the magma creatures was out of the question, so Leon couldn't help but
worry about it . He could create water, so he wouldn't die of thirst .

"Now what . . . "

Leon had to choose, he could go to left or right, and unfortunately, it was
impossible to know if he would find food or the end of that hellhole . Leon
hesitated . It has been a long while since he had to choose a path so risky . He



chose several fights with dangerous opponents, but he never felt like that in a
dungeon-like cave . Leon could survive a few weeks without eating food, but
most likely, inside that place, he wouldn't last for half of the time he was
supposed to survive .

"Whatever, I will choose the left path as always . . . "
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Although the steel spear decreased the consumption of mana, Leon couldn't
save a lot of it, since he had to use mana again to repair the spear time and
time again . Still, at least now he wasn't spending mana like crazy . That
being said, Leon was feeling quite restless, for many reasons . One of them
was due to the fact that he wasn't practicing any offensive spell like he was
used to doing .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

" . . . It looks like I will train my passive skills more while I stay in this damn
place . . . "

Leon already was feeling hungry, but his stomach started to annoy him, even
more, thanks to a loud grumbling . Since the day he landed on that island, he
didn't remember feeling hungry at all . Even on Miebos, even though Leon



hesitated, he ate a lot of three-eyed rats . It was disgusting, but Leon wasn't
eating because it was tasty . . . it was because he had no other choice . Most
likely, a single day hadn't passed since he was teleported to that hellhole, but
Leon was already missing that disgusting meat .

"Oh boy . . . when did I become so weak-minded?"
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Those thoughts disappeared when Leon saw something moving in the corner
of his vision; he looked in that direction but found nothing . After a few
seconds, he finally found a cockroach-like thing . It was a parasite . . . it was
disgusting, and it was as big as Leon's hands . Still, it was the only thing
Leon found so far, which wasn't a rock or made of magma .

"There is no way I'm going to eat that . . . "

"I'm not going to eat this . I'm not going to eat this . I'm not going to eat

this . . . "

Leon repeated those words like a mantra, but it was better to be safe than
sorry . . . in case he doesn't find anything else to eat . . . just thinking of that
was enough to make Leon feel like throwing up . . . Even the carapace of the
parasite was hot enough to burn Leon's hand, so he didn't hold it for much
longer . It was disgusting and hot, two very annoying qualities . . .



"I should have learned Cryomancy while I had the chance . . . maybe I should
start now, once I find a peaceful place to stay . "
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Leon could only hope that he would find such a place, but it was pretty
difficult to keep his expectations high after traveling for so long in an endless
cave and above a river of magma that it looked like it had no end .

After flying for several hours, or at least Leon felt that had been the case, he
found a dead end . He breathed in deeply several times because he was
getting pretty pissed .

"I don't have time for this shit . . . I will open a path . "

Using Geomancy, Leon started to dig upward . That skill and Earth
Manipulation was really useful for that kind of thing, but since everything
around was sturdy rocks that resisted the heat of that hellish place, things got
a bit complicated . A little more mana was being used, but Leon ignored that .

After he dug ten meters, Leon decided to dig to his left side a little bit in order
to create a place where he could stand, instead of doing that using magic and
so he did . At first, the platform was pretty cool, but little by little, it got
hotter .



"It is the hot air . . . and the constant approach of those damn creatures isn't
helping . "

Leon felt like covering those bastards in steel and hit the ceiling of the cave
with their heads in order to give, but since that would cost more mana, he
refrained from doing that . After a while, the hole Leon created was finally
twenty meters long, but Leon found a weird layer of earth . It wasn't rough
like the rocks around, and it looked quite . . . rubbery . It was too odd to be
some kind of metallic substance . . . Leon used Appraisal and got shocked by
what he saw .

???? (Fire)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????

After flying for a while, and killing some magma creatures, Leon finally
found a bifurcation in that damn cave . Still, the scenario was repeating itself,
so it was hard to know, but Leon was pretty sure that he flew for more than

ten hours . It was insane, but it looked like he was on a cave very deep
underground .



It is a wonder I can breathe here . . . my coughing finally stopped, but it is
still hard . . . and Im hungry . . .

Leon doubted that he could find anything to eat so close to a river of magma,
eating the magma creatures was out of the question, so Leon couldnt help but
worry about it . He could create water, so he wouldnt die of thirst .

Now what . . .

Leon had to choose, he could go to left or right, and unfortunately, it was
impossible to know if he would find food or the end of that hellhole . Leon
hesitated . It has been a long while since he had to choose a path so risky . He
chose several fights with dangerous opponents, but he never felt like that in a
dungeon-like cave . Leon could survive a few weeks without eating food, but
most likely, inside that place, he wouldnt last for half of the time he was
supposed to survive .

Whatever, I will choose the left path as always . . .

Although the steel spear decreased the consumption of mana, Leon couldnt
save a lot of it, since he had to use mana again to repair the spear time and
time again . Still, at least now he wasnt spending mana like crazy . That being
said, Leon was feeling quite restless, for many reasons . One of them was due

to the fact that he wasnt practicing any offensive spell like he was used to
doing .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . . It looks like I will train my passive skills more while I stay in this damn
place . . .

Leon already was feeling hungry, but his stomach started to annoy him, even
more, thanks to a loud grumbling . Since the day he landed on that island, he
didnt remember feeling hungry at all . Even on Miebos, even though Leon
hesitated, he ate a lot of three-eyed rats . It was disgusting, but Leon wasnt
eating because it was tasty . . . it was because he had no other choice . Most
likely, a single day hadnt passed since he was teleported to that hellhole, but
Leon was already missing that disgusting meat .

Oh boy . . . when did I become so weak-minded?

Those thoughts disappeared when Leon saw something moving in the corner
of his vision; he looked in that direction but found nothing . After a few
seconds, he finally found a cockroach-like thing . It was a parasite . . . it was
disgusting, and it was as big as Leons hands . Still, it was the only thing Leon
found so far, which wasnt a rock or made of magma .

There is no way Im going to eat that . . .

Im not going to eat this . Im not going to eat this . Im not going to eat this . . .

Leon repeated those words like a mantra, but it was better to be safe than
sorry . . . in case he doesnt find anything else to eat . . . just thinking of that
was enough to make Leon feel like throwing up . . . Even the carapace of the
parasite was hot enough to burn Leons hand, so he didnt hold it for much
longer . It was disgusting and hot, two very annoying qualities . . .



I should have learned Cryomancy while I had the chance . . . maybe I should
start now, once I find a peaceful place to stay .

Leon could only hope that he would find such a place, but it was pretty
difficult to keep his expectations high after traveling for so long in an endless
cave and above a river of magma that it looked like it had no end .

After flying for several hours, or at least Leon felt that had been the case, he
found a dead end . He breathed in deeply several times because he was
getting pretty pissed .

I dont have time for this shit . . . I will open a path .

Using Geomancy, Leon started to dig upward . That skill and Earth
Manipulation was really useful for that kind of thing, but since everything
around was sturdy rocks that resisted the heat of that hellish place, things got
a bit complicated . A little more mana was being used, but Leon ignored that .

After he dug ten meters, Leon decided to dig to his left side a little bit in order
to create a place where he could stand, instead of doing that using magic and
so he did . At first, the platform was pretty cool, but little by little, it got
hotter .

It is the hot air . . . and the constant approach of those damn creatures isnt
helping .

Leon felt like covering those bastards in steel and hit the ceiling of the cave
with their heads in order to give, but since that would cost more mana, he
refrained from doing that . After a while, the hole Leon created was finally
twenty meters long, but Leon found a weird layer of earth . It wasnt rough



like the rocks around, and it looked quite . . . rubbery . It was too odd to be
some kind of metallic substance . . . Leon used Appraisal and got shocked by
what he saw .

???? (Fire)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????
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"A monster?" Leon frowned .

It was weird; why it didn't attack Leon? He only saw few creatures that could

hide their status and skills, and those he saw were very powerful . . . even if
it was just a monster, it was supposed to have noticed Leon's approach .

"Something is off . . . "



Leon didn't intend to hesitate to kill any monster, but it wasn't a good idea to
attack without knowing what the hell was going on . It was a fire-type
monster, so it wasn't surprising that decided to stay on that hellish place, but
why it was hiding in the ceiling? Leon was pretty sure that thing could endure
the heat of the magma, so there was no reason to hide there .

"I guess I should dig a hole in another place . . . there must be a reason why
it was hiding and probably why it is sleeping . I should ignore it . . . I don't
have that much mana to spend on fighting, anyway . "

Leon didn't know if he could defeat that creature even if he could, it wouldn't
help him in any way . Such a being couldn't be sealed in a steel weapon, so
Leon wouldn't benefit all that much from killing it . It was a pain, but Leon
created another hole on the bifurcation he found several hours ago since he
didn't know how big was that creature . After a while . . . Leon received a
shock . He found the same creature there .

???? (Fire)

Health: ????/????
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Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????



Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????

"Just what the hell is going on . . . "

It would be too weird if Leon could find now several creatures that could hide
their status and skill when he barely found ten of those in almost nine years .
Still, Leon wanted to believe that was the case . . . if that wasn't . . .

"Am I inside something? Inside of a monster?"
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That was insane, but Leon only saw insanity since the damn shadowy figure

teleported him to another place . After several hours on that damn place, Leon
finally made a mental note to develop a skill that counters forced teleportation
and summonings . If he doesn't learn that, he won't stand a chance against
that damn lizard and the shadowy figure .

"I don't have time for this shit . . . "

Leon grabbed his spear and then attacked the creature . . . much to his
surprise; his attack didn't even scratch the skin of whatever the hell that was .
Leon tried again and again, but soon gave up, he wasn't strong enough to do
that with his hands . If Leon couldn't use that with his physical strength, he



would do it with magic . Leon made his spear spin using Telekinesis until he
started to hear a high-pitching sound . Despite that, Leon also decided to
make his spear gain force by taking some distance . Once he did that, he fired
the spear and made it hit the creature . . . his attack didn't even scratch the
skin, and the steel spear bent until the point where it looked like a
boomerang .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Spearmanship has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



"Are you for real? A single attack destroyed my weapon when the creature

didn't even try to block it?"

Even when Leon fought on Miebos, his weapons didn't break like that . He
knew that weapons tend to lose durability the more they were used, so he
always made his weapons particularly sturdy and heavy . Still . . . that only
meant one thing . He was in a place where monsters were far stronger than
the ones on Miebos .

"That bastard said that one year in hell would make much stronger than one
thousand on Earth . . . did he send me to another world that is on the fifth
stage of assimilation?"

That had to be some kind of joke . . . it couldn't be real . However,
considering everything Leon experienced so far, it was possible . Regardless,
Leon would have to use a mithril weapon if he wanted to pierce that skin, and
he didn't have time to create anything made of mithril . Considering his
current status, he could only produce two grams of mithril every ten
minutes . . . he didn't have any other choice but to keep moving and looking
for an exit .

"Shit, shit… fucking bastards… I will kill them all . "

Leon flew following the right side of the bifurcation . In the end, it looked
like the things he could choose in that hellhole were minimal . His options
were minimal . Leon had to do the only things he could do to survive or die
trying to be stubborn . Leon already knew what he had to do… chose the

worst and most disturbing things possible to grow stronger, but that would
very unpleasant . In fact, saying that was unpleasant was an understatement .



In that place, he could grow stronger as the shadowy figure said… but Leon

would have to pay the price . To make himself stronger, Leon would have to
endure several things that would, without a doubt, damage his psyche…

"Shit, shit…"

Leon bit his lips until it started to bleed, even though the pain was very
annoying, it was bearable in comparison to what Leon would have to do from
now on… in the end, Leon understood that he didn't have many options after
flying for three days and finding nothing but three other parasites . He caught
all of them, but even though they were rotting and his stomach was grumbling,
Leon didn't eat them . It would take a while before he could notice that there
was no other 'food' there . However, Leon already understood one thing . He
would have to suffer to grow stronger .

Leon stopped flying and approached the river of magma, after staring at it for
a few seconds, he put his arms in there .

A monster? Leon frowned .

It was weird; why it didnt attack Leon? He only saw few creatures that could

hide their status and skills, and those he saw were very powerful . . . even if
it was just a monster, it was supposed to have noticed Leons approach .

Something is off . . .

Leon didnt intend to hesitate to kill any monster, but it wasnt a good idea to
attack without knowing what the hell was going on . It was a fire-type
monster, so it wasnt surprising that decided to stay on that hellish place, but



why it was hiding in the ceiling? Leon was pretty sure that thing could endure
the heat of the magma, so there was no reason to hide there .

I guess I should dig a hole in another place . . . there must be a reason why it
was hiding and probably why it is sleeping . I should ignore it . . . I dont have
that much mana to spend on fighting, anyway .

Leon didnt know if he could defeat that creature even if he could, it wouldnt
help him in any way . Such a being couldnt be sealed in a steel weapon, so
Leon wouldnt benefit all that much from killing it . It was a pain, but Leon
created another hole on the bifurcation he found several hours ago since he
didnt know how big was that creature . After a while . . . Leon received a
shock . He found the same creature there .

???? (Fire)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????

Just what the hell is going on . . .



It would be too weird if Leon could find now several creatures that could hide
their status and skill when he barely found ten of those in almost nine years .
Still, Leon wanted to believe that was the case . . . if that wasnt . . .

Am I inside something? Inside of a monster?

That was insane, but Leon only saw insanity since the damn shadowy figure

teleported him to another place . After several hours on that damn place, Leon
finally made a mental note to develop a skill that counters forced teleportation
and summonings . If he doesnt learn that, he wont stand a chance against that
damn lizard and the shadowy figure .

I dont have time for this shit . . .

Leon grabbed his spear and then attacked the creature . . . much to his
surprise; his attack didnt even scratch the skin of whatever the hell that was .
Leon tried again and again, but soon gave up, he wasnt strong enough to do
that with his hands . If Leon couldnt use that with his physical strength, he
would do it with magic . Leon made his spear spin using Telekinesis until he
started to hear a high-pitching sound . Despite that, Leon also decided to
make his spear gain force by taking some distance . Once he did that, he fired
the spear and made it hit the creature . . . his attack didnt even scratch the skin,
and the steel spear bent until the point where it looked like a boomerang .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Spearmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Are you for real? A single attack destroyed my weapon when the creature

didnt even try to block it?

Even when Leon fought on Miebos, his weapons didnt break like that . He
knew that weapons tend to lose durability the more they were used, so he
always made his weapons particularly sturdy and heavy . Still . . . that only
meant one thing . He was in a place where monsters were far stronger than
the ones on Miebos .

That bastard said that one year in hell would make much stronger than one
thousand on Earth . . . did he send me to another world that is on the fifth
stage of assimilation?

That had to be some kind of joke . . . it couldnt be real . However,
considering everything Leon experienced so far, it was possible . Regardless,
Leon would have to use a mithril weapon if he wanted to pierce that skin, and
he didnt have time to create anything made of mithril . Considering his
current status, he could only produce two grams of mithril every ten



minutes . . . he didnt have any other choice but to keep moving and looking
for an exit .

Shit, shit… fucking bastards… I will kill them all .

Leon flew following the right side of the bifurcation . In the end, it looked
like the things he could choose in that hellhole were minimal . His options
were minimal . Leon had to do the only things he could do to survive or die
trying to be stubborn . Leon already knew what he had to do… chose the

worst and most disturbing things possible to grow stronger, but that would
very unpleasant . In fact, saying that was unpleasant was an understatement .

In that place, he could grow stronger as the shadowy figure said… but Leon

would have to pay the price . To make himself stronger, Leon would have to
endure several things that would, without a doubt, damage his psyche…

Shit, shit…

Leon bit his lips until it started to bleed, even though the pain was very
annoying, it was bearable in comparison to what Leon would have to do from
now on… in the end, Leon understood that he didnt have many options after
flying for three days and finding nothing but three other parasites . He caught
all of them, but even though they were rotting and his stomach was grumbling,
Leon didnt eat them . It would take a while before he could notice that there
was no other food there . However, Leon already understood one thing . He
would have to suffer to grow stronger .

Leon stopped flying and approached the river of magma, after staring at it for
a few seconds, he put his arms in there .
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Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Heal! Heal! Heal! Heal!" Leon shouted .

Although it wasn't necessary, Leon was calling the name of his skill to use it .
Despite all that . He couldn't recover his damaged flesh faster than the
magma could eat it away . While Leon was feeling shivers despite the place

he was in due to the pain, three magma creatures jumped out of the river of
magma to drag him to it . Leon looked at them, annoyed and made his broken
spear send them back to the river . Although the weapon lost its edge, it was
more than enough to deal with those worms .
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Leon had made his choice . He would leave that hellhole, destroying
everything in his path… he was determined to do that . However, Leon barely
endured that process for a single minute .When Leon took his arms out of the

river of magma, he saw his muscles being burned . The sight was quite
shocking, but the pain didn't let him get surprised . He kept using Heal until
his body was back to normal… Although he recovered his health pretty fast,
he used Heal again and again just to decrease the pain and speed up the
regenerating speed .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



"Shit . . . shit . . . "
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Leon's arms were trembling, and even though he had the resolve to keep
training, his body suffered too much damage to keep obeying him . Leon's
mind wanted to keep leveling up Fire Resistance, but his body didn't want to
follow . . . it wanted to get the hell out of there . In the end, Leon stopped
because he was getting even hungrier . . . he looked at the box he was
carrying and frowned when he looked at the dead cockroach-like creatures .

"Shit . . . "

Leon grabbed one and took a bite . . . as expected, it tasted like shit, the
texture was terrible too . The fact that Leon felt the little legs of the thing
made Leon feel like throwing up . Still, he chewed it until nothing was left .
Leon felt some satisfaction from his stomach, but his mouth was numb .

Congratulations! The skill Poison Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Why this doesn't surprise me . . . "



"In this ambient, the effectiveness of ice will decrease . To counter that, the
only thing I can do is to learn Cryomancy . . . I will need a lot of mana to
practice that, so I will have to create a safe place to meditate . "

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

For the time being, Leon was enduring the heat, but while he looks for the
exit of that place, he would have to rest now and then . Leon doubted that he
would be able to sleep without cooling the temperature of a place, and to do
that efficiently, Leon would need Cryomancy .

"Hydromancy will also help . . . I guess . But the water itself won't help me
against the magma creatures all that much . It can evaporate pretty fast, and
the steam might blind me during a battle, and that would be very
troublesome . "

Regardless, Leon didn't research how to use Hydromancy, but it shouldn't be
much different than Cryomancy . Anyway, Leon created a tunnel on the
ceiling of the cave and then created a space where he could at least lay down
and sit when necessary . After that, he sealed the place only leaving small
holes to let air enter . . . despite all that, the temperature inside of it was
insane .



Unlike Pyromancy, Geomancy, and Electromancy, which Leon learned
thanks to the spirits and thus he couldn't explain, he knew the logic behind

Cryomancy . Since the ice was solid, Leon had to control the mana inside of
the ice to learn the skill . Even though Leon created several chunks of ice, and
his mana was inside of them, things didn't solve themselves quickly .

Since ice had a solid shape and was pretty dense, there was a trick to
manipulate it . Leon just had to move the mana inside of it fast enough
without making the ice break . As Leon already knew, he was good at moving
things violently, but moving things forcefully without breaking a single thing
wasn't his specialty .

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

In the end, Leon had to break his personal record and stayed awake for ten
days . . . He surpassed his limits to the point where the skill leveled up two



times in a single day, and Leon also was beginning to see things, and that was
a dangerous sign .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Cryomancy .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon didn't have much time left . He was already exhausted to the point
where he couldn't concentrate on meditating . If he tries that, he will fall
asleep, and since he was tired, he would sleep for a day or two, and that
wasn't a good idea without doing something to cooldown that damn
improvised room .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Heal! Heal! Heal! Heal! Leon shouted .

Although it wasnt necessary, Leon was calling the name of his skill to use it .
Despite all that . He couldnt recover his damaged flesh faster than the magma
could eat it away .While Leon was feeling shivers despite the place he was in

due to the pain, three magma creatures jumped out of the river of magma to
drag him to it . Leon looked at them, annoyed and made his broken spear
send them back to the river . Although the weapon lost its edge, it was more
than enough to deal with those worms .

Leon had made his choice . He would leave that hellhole, destroying
everything in his path… he was determined to do that . However, Leon barely
endured that process for a single minute .When Leon took his arms out of the

river of magma, he saw his muscles being burned . The sight was quite
shocking, but the pain didnt let him get surprised . He kept using Heal until
his body was back to normal… Although he recovered his health pretty fast,
he used Heal again and again just to decrease the pain and speed up the
regenerating speed .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Shit . . . shit . . .

Leons arms were trembling, and even though he had the resolve to keep
training, his body suffered too much damage to keep obeying him . Leons
mind wanted to keep leveling up Fire Resistance, but his body didnt want to
follow . . . it wanted to get the hell out of there . In the end, Leon stopped
because he was getting even hungrier . . . he looked at the box he was
carrying and frowned when he looked at the dead cockroach-like creatures .

Shit . . .

Leon grabbed one and took a bite . . . as expected, it tasted like shit, the
texture was terrible too . The fact that Leon felt the little legs of the thing
made Leon feel like throwing up . Still, he chewed it until nothing was left .
Leon felt some satisfaction from his stomach, but his mouth was numb .

Congratulations! The skill Poison Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Why this doesnt surprise me . . .



In this ambient, the effectiveness of ice will decrease . To counter that, the
only thing I can do is to learn Cryomancy . . . I will need a lot of mana to
practice that, so I will have to create a safe place to meditate .

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

For the time being, Leon was enduring the heat, but while he looks for the
exit of that place, he would have to rest now and then . Leon doubted that he
would be able to sleep without cooling the temperature of a place, and to do
that efficiently, Leon would need Cryomancy .

Hydromancy will also help . . . I guess . But the water itself wont help me
against the magma creatures all that much . It can evaporate pretty fast, and
the steam might blind me during a battle, and that would be very
troublesome .

Regardless, Leon didnt research how to use Hydromancy, but it shouldnt be
much different than Cryomancy . Anyway, Leon created a tunnel on the
ceiling of the cave and then created a space where he could at least lay down
and sit when necessary . After that, he sealed the place only leaving small
holes to let air enter . . . despite all that, the temperature inside of it was
insane .

Unlike Pyromancy, Geomancy, and Electromancy, which Leon learned
thanks to the spirits and thus he couldnt explain, he knew the logic behind

Cryomancy . Since the ice was solid, Leon had to control the mana inside of
the ice to learn the skill . Even though Leon created several chunks of ice, and
his mana was inside of them, things didnt solve themselves quickly .



Since ice had a solid shape and was pretty dense, there was a trick to
manipulate it . Leon just had to move the mana inside of it fast enough
without making the ice break . As Leon already knew, he was good at moving
things violently, but moving things forcefully without breaking a single thing
wasnt his specialty .

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

In the end, Leon had to break his personal record and stayed awake for ten
days . . . He surpassed his limits to the point where the skill leveled up two
times in a single day, and Leon also was beginning to see things, and that was
a dangerous sign .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Cryomancy .

You obtained 01 status points .



Leon didnt have much time left . He was already exhausted to the point where
he couldnt concentrate on meditating . If he tries that, he will fall asleep, and
since he was tired, he would sleep for a day or two, and that wasnt a good
idea without doing something to cooldown that damn improvised room .
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Leon couldn't keep a machine that decreases the temperature around him
running while he sleeps . So, Leon's best option would be to learn Frozen
Aura . However, the cost of that skill was too high . . . Leon had to learn a
weaker version of it . One that wouldn't change the ambient all that much and
reveal his position to the magma creatures, but at the same could turn the
ambient a little less . . . hellish .

"I can't learn just like that how to emit a cold wind through all my body . . .
but I can do that using my hands . . . so tired, I have to finish this on the first
try . "

Ice Beam was too powerful, so Leon decreased the power of it by many
times . He was slowly creating wind and water from the palm of his hand,
combining it and leaving it without a target . It was weird . . . it wasn't an
offensive spell, but Leon soon received a notification .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: North Breeze .

Cost: 3 mana mana per second .



You obtained 01 status points .

The moment Leon received the notification, he fell asleep . . . fortunately, the
spell stayed active since the palm of his hand was still upward and firing the
breeze upward . Several seconds later, the wind and small particles of ice
begun to fell on him .

Congratulations! The skill Cryomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill North Breeze has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Cryomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill North Breeze has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

. . .

When Leon woke up, he was feeling many things, a bit hot, wet and kind of
refreshed and very hungry . . . for a second he thought that he had wet his



clothes while he was sleeping . But soon, he shook off those thoughts out of
his head . He saw several notifications in front of him and understood what

happened .

"Cryomancy and North Breeze leveled up until level fifteen . . . that is kind of
surprising . In the end, the skill didn't create all that much water . Otherwise,
this place would have been filled by steam . "

The cost of the skill also helped Leon . He could keep that active forever,
after all . If the cost were just a bit higher, North Breeze would have been
deactivated, and Leon would probably die due to the hellish heat . Regardless,
Leon solved two of his problems, but he was far from leaving that hell .

"Shit . . . the first thing I have to do after I woke up is look for parasites to eat?
Is that some kind of bad joke?"

To make matters worse, before Leon could find his breakfast, he bound a
bifurcation . . . once again, he had to choose between the left or right path .
Leon stopped to take a deep breathe . . . because that was getting on his
nerves .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled
up .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

You obtained 01 status points .

It was hard to know if getting pissed would help Leon or not . Getting worked
up would level up Rage, but at the same time, he would consume a lot more



energy . . . considering that food was scarce there, it wasn't a good idea to do
that . Regardless, Leon chose the left path again . . . only to find a parasite
and another dead end .

"That bastard really teleported me to this place to annoy me . . . instead of
getting stronger, I feel like I'm going to die since a vein will probably explode

If I keep getting pissed like this . "

Leon returned to the bifurcation and repeated the same things he did
previously . . . he put his arms on the lava and only took them out once he

couldn't endure the pain anymore .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"I guess I still lack some passive skills . . . the fact that I got teleported again
and couldn't do a single thing is proof enough . Still . . . I'm pretty sure I

have all elemental resistances . So, how can I counterspells like teleportation

and summoning?"



Mana Armor didn't work, and there was a chance that perhaps Mana Barrier
could work, but Leon wouldn't bet on that possibility . Until now, he thought
that Teleport belonged to the shadow element, but since Leon obtained
Darkness Resistance when he fought against Donan and he didn't receive any
notification after meeting with the shadowy figure again, he was wondering if
that was really the case .

"There are spells like Mana Bullet that can't be categorized in any elemental
classes, after all . So, it is possible that Teleport doesn't belong to any
elemental category . . . I need another type of resistance to stop that kind of
thing from happening . "

Leon concluded that there was something like Teleportation Immunity, but if
he couldn't even learn something like Fire Absorption, could he learn
something like that even without having no idea how to replicate? The

answer was no . In the end, Leon only came up with a single idea of how to

counter that kind of attack . . . he had to keep moving . Teleportation
certainly was a spell that bends the space, but it couldn't bend all space . So,
Leon couldn't give his enemies the chance to aim .

Leon couldnt keep a machine that decreases the temperature around him
running while he sleeps . So, Leons best option would be to learn Frozen
Aura . However, the cost of that skill was too high . . . Leon had to learn a
weaker version of it . One that wouldnt change the ambient all that much and
reveal his position to the magma creatures, but at the same could turn the
ambient a little less . . . hellish .

I cant learn just like that how to emit a cold wind through all my body . . . but
I can do that using my hands . . . so tired, I have to finish this on the first try .



Ice Beam was too powerful, so Leon decreased the power of it by many
times . He was slowly creating wind and water from the palm of his hand,
combining it and leaving it without a target . It was weird . . . it wasnt an
offensive spell, but Leon soon received a notification .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: North Breeze .

Cost: 3 mana mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

The moment Leon received the notification, he fell asleep . . . fortunately, the
spell stayed active since the palm of his hand was still upward and firing the
breeze upward . Several seconds later, the wind and small particles of ice
begun to fell on him .

Congratulations! The skill Cryomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill North Breeze has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Cryomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill North Breeze has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

When Leon woke up, he was feeling many things, a bit hot, wet and kind of
refreshed and very hungry . . . for a second he thought that he had wet his
clothes while he was sleeping . But soon, he shook off those thoughts out of
his head . He saw several notifications in front of him and understood what

happened .

Cryomancy and North Breeze leveled up until level fifteen . . . that is kind of
surprising . In the end, the skill didnt create all that much water . Otherwise,
this place would have been filled by steam .

The cost of the skill also helped Leon . He could keep that active forever,
after all . If the cost were just a bit higher, North Breeze would have been
deactivated, and Leon would probably die due to the hellish heat . Regardless,
Leon solved two of his problems, but he was far from leaving that hell .

Shit . . . the first thing I have to do after I woke up is look for parasites to eat?
Is that some kind of bad joke?

To make matters worse, before Leon could find his breakfast, he bound a
bifurcation . . . once again, he had to choose between the left or right path .
Leon stopped to take a deep breathe . . . because that was getting on his
nerves .



Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

It was hard to know if getting pissed would help Leon or not . Getting worked
up would level up Rage, but at the same time, he would consume a lot more
energy . . . considering that food was scarce there, it wasnt a good idea to do
that . Regardless, Leon chose the left path again . . . only to find a parasite
and another dead end .

That bastard really teleported me to this place to annoy me . . . instead of
getting stronger, I feel like Im going to die since a vein will probably explode

If I keep getting pissed like this .

Leon returned to the bifurcation and repeated the same things he did
previously . . . he put his arms on the lava and only took them out once he

couldnt endure the pain anymore .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

I guess I still lack some passive skills . . . the fact that I got teleported again
and couldnt do a single thing is proof enough . Still . . . Im pretty sure I have

all elemental resistances . So, how can I counterspells like teleportation and

summoning?

Mana Armor didnt work, and there was a chance that perhaps Mana Barrier

could work, but Leon wouldnt bet on that possibility . Until now, he thought
that Teleport belonged to the shadow element, but since Leon obtained
Darkness Resistance when he fought against Donan and he didnt receive any
notification after meeting with the shadowy figure again, he was wondering if
that was really the case .

There are spells like Mana Bullet that cant be categorized in any elemental
classes, after all . So, it is possible that Teleport doesnt belong to any
elemental category . . . I need another type of resistance to stop that kind of
thing from happening .

Leon concluded that there was something like Teleportation Immunity, but if
he couldnt even learn something like Fire Absorption, could he learn
something like that even without having no idea how to replicate? The

answer was no . In the end, Leon only came up with a single idea of how to

counter that kind of attack . . . he had to keep moving . Teleportation
certainly was a spell that bends the space, but it couldnt bend all space . So,
Leon couldnt give his enemies the chance to aim .

Novel Chapter 377

Chapter 377: 377



After leveling up Cryomancy once again while he was sleeping, Leon decided
to test the power of Ice Beam . He wanted to spend only a second to freeze
the magma creatures in order to have some peace of mind and train his other
skills . However, Leon had to spend four seconds to freeze each one . . .

"It looks like in this environment, I will only be able to freeze them once

Cryomancy reaches level one hundred . "

That kind of problem could be easily solved if Leon increases his intelligence,
but at the moment, he decided to focus on recovery .Without plants, items, or
potions, aside from damaging himself to get status points, Leon needed
recovery to increase the time he could spend training . Creating a weapon
would solve the problem, but Leon would have even more of a headache if he
loses his items and weapons again . Instead of relying on things he could lose,
Leon decided to improve himself since only death would make him lose his
powers… probably .

"Auxiliary Earth Sword probably can stop the magma creatures from harming

me . . . the cost is relatively small, and the environment won't make the
weapon lose power . "

Although Leon could level up his skills against those monsters, a long time
ago, he noticed that practicing spells against them or against the empty air

was the same thing . Those creatures weren't part of the system, so they
didn't even grant Leon a single coin… dealing with them was a massive

headache because of that . So, Leon had to deal with them using the most

efficient way possible .

"Although Mana Bullet is the spell that consumes less mana, the scope of the
attack is rather small… since that is the case, I don't think it will make those



annoying bastards fall back on the river… Regardless, why I always find only
three of them every minute?"

The fact that they couldn't be analyzed was weird enough, but it was even
weirder the fact that it looked like they spawned at the same place at certain
intervals of time . In any case, since it wasn't part of the system, it was a
waste of time thinking about it since that information wouldn't help Leon in
any way .

Congratulations! The skill Auxiliary Earth Sword has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Auxiliary Earth Sword has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Auxiliary Earth Sword has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon didn't waste time and put the skill to use, as expected, only one of them
wasn't enough to knock down a magma creature, but two was . Leon was
forced two used the spell twice, but he got rid of them even without slowing

down .



"It is weird . . . they don't use magic attacks, but they can fly here . . . I also
can feel their presence when Mana Dominion is active . So, why they aren't
part of the system?"

"I shouldn't think about this . . . there is only so much my head can accept and
deal with . "

Leon was pretty sure that he recovered a distance that would be comparable to
flying around Earth three or four times . If a creature bigger than that could
exist, finding it would crush the minds of any human being since defied
almost every aspect of the logic humans knew .

Anyway, now Leon could sleep and fly around without worrying about

enemies . Still, he couldn't see the end of that place . More and more, he was
confirming the hypothesis that the only way to leave that place was going up .
The only way to do that would be by creating a mithril weapon, and the only
way to create a mithril weapon would be by leveling up Zen and increasing
recovery . Both options would decrease the time Leon would spend, but not
all that much . So, that was why Leon was still looking for an exit . Leon was
already doing everything he could do that, but it looked like it wasn't
enough . . . he had to take another step further .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Poison Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"I don't have Soul Eater, and I can't use blue angel leaves . . . I can't buy
potions, and I can't drain mana from my enemies . . . I can't level up several
skills to a certain level to obtain status anymore . The only way left to obtain
status without using mana is to learn passive skills . . . "

Leon had to be a lot more creative to learn those . . . the most obvious would
be absorption and immunity to certain elemental spells, but it was clear those
couldn't be discovered so easily . However, Leon soon had the idea of a skill
he could use .

After Leon stopped for a moment, he created a steel sword . The blade wasn't
that sharp because Leon's purpose wasn't to kill the magma creatures . The
monsters jumped out from the river of magma, and Leon waited for them to

get closer . Instead of getting nervous, he didn't react in any way . He only
moved when the first one was about to grab Leon's neck . With a single

swing, Leon cut off the monsters' arm . The second creature tried to hug Leon
by behind, but once again, in a single swing, Leon turned around and split the
creature in two . Leon grabbed the hand of the last one that almost touched his
head, the magma burned Leon's hand, but he ignored that pain and destroyed
the previous monster attacking and moving his sword using a single arm .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Nerves .

You obtained 01 status points .

After leveling up Cryomancy once again while he was sleeping, Leon decided
to test the power of Ice Beam . He wanted to spend only a second to freeze
the magma creatures in order to have some peace of mind and train his other
skills . However, Leon had to spend four seconds to freeze each one . . .

It looks like in this environment, I will only be able to freeze them once

Cryomancy reaches level one hundred .

That kind of problem could be easily solved if Leon increases his intelligence,
but at the moment, he decided to focus on recovery .Without plants, items, or
potions, aside from damaging himself to get status points, Leon needed
recovery to increase the time he could spend training . Creating a weapon
would solve the problem, but Leon would have even more of a headache if he
loses his items and weapons again . Instead of relying on things he could lose,
Leon decided to improve himself since only death would make him lose his
powers… probably .

Auxiliary Earth Sword probably can stop the magma creatures from harming
me . . . the cost is relatively small, and the environment wont make the
weapon lose power .

Although Leon could level up his skills against those monsters, a long time
ago, he noticed that practicing spells against them or against the empty air

was the same thing . Those creatures werent part of the system, so they didnt
even grant Leon a single coin… dealing with them was a massive headache



because of that . So, Leon had to deal with them using the most efficient way

possible .

Although Mana Bullet is the spell that consumes less mana, the scope of the
attack is rather small… since that is the case, I dont think it will make those
annoying bastards fall back on the river… Regardless, why I always find only
three of them every minute?

The fact that they couldnt be analyzed was weird enough, but it was even
weirder the fact that it looked like they spawned at the same place at certain
intervals of time . In any case, since it wasnt part of the system, it was a waste
of time thinking about it since that information wouldnt help Leon in any
way .

Congratulations! The skill Auxiliary Earth Sword has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Auxiliary Earth Sword has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Auxiliary Earth Sword has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon didnt waste time and put the skill to use, as expected, only one of them
wasnt enough to knock down a magma creature, but two was . Leon was
forced two used the spell twice, but he got rid of them even without slowing

down .

It is weird . . . they dont use magic attacks, but they can fly here . . . I also
can feel their presence when Mana Dominion is active . So, why they arent
part of the system?

I shouldnt think about this . . . there is only so much my head can accept and
deal with .

Leon was pretty sure that he recovered a distance that would be comparable to
flying around Earth three or four times . If a creature bigger than that could
exist, finding it would crush the minds of any human being since defied
almost every aspect of the logic humans knew .

Anyway, now Leon could sleep and fly around without worrying about

enemies . Still, he couldnt see the end of that place . More and more, he was
confirming the hypothesis that the only way to leave that place was going up .
The only way to do that would be by creating a mithril weapon, and the only
way to create a mithril weapon would be by leveling up Zen and increasing
recovery . Both options would decrease the time Leon would spend, but not
all that much . So, that was why Leon was still looking for an exit . Leon was
already doing everything he could do that, but it looked like it wasnt
enough . . . he had to take another step further .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Poison Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

I dont have Soul Eater, and I cant use blue angel leaves . . . I cant buy potions,
and I cant drain mana from my enemies . . . I cant level up several skills to a
certain level to obtain status anymore . The only way left to obtain status
without using mana is to learn passive skills . . .

Leon had to be a lot more creative to learn those . . . the most obvious would
be absorption and immunity to certain elemental spells, but it was clear those
couldnt be discovered so easily . However, Leon soon had the idea of a skill
he could use .

After Leon stopped for a moment, he created a steel sword . The blade wasnt
that sharp because Leons purpose wasnt to kill the magma creatures . The
monsters jumped out from the river of magma, and Leon waited for them to

get closer . Instead of getting nervous, he didnt react in any way . He only
moved when the first one was about to grab Leons neck . With a single swing,
Leon cut off the monsters arm . The second creature tried to hug Leon by
behind, but once again, in a single swing, Leon turned around and split the



creature in two . Leon grabbed the hand of the last one that almost touched his
head, the magma burned Leons hand, but he ignored that pain and destroyed
the previous monster attacking and moving his sword using a single arm .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Steel Nerves .

You obtained 01 status points .

Novel Chapter 378

Chapter 378: 378

"It worked . . . " Leon frowned . "I see . . . it is a skill that increases my stats
as long as don't let my feelings control me . It is quite complicated to level up
since I can't get emotional in any way . "

It looked it was a skill that could only be learned during a battle, and it had a
lot of requirements such as attacking and defending without thinking about
anything . . . to some extent . If one stops from thinking, one wouldn't be
able to react or attack, after all . Regardless, Leon wondered if he could level
up that skill while using magic . . . he had no choice but to test it .

" I guess since it only can be learned in combat . . . then I can only level up
the skill in combat too . "

Three other magma creatures appeared, after breathing in deeply, Leon
pointed his right hand toward them . He didn't have to use his hand to use
spells, but it happened naturally because Leon didn't let his knowledge to



meddle at the moment . Leon shot three Earth Lances, and all of them crushed

the magma creatures making them fall again on the river of magma .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Nerves has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Nerves has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Nerves has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon couldn't help but frown . . . the skill leveled up quite a lot considering
how weak those things were . As expected, something was very strange about
that place . . . but Leon couldn't truly understand what .

"I don't have time to think about this or that . . . I have to become stronger
while I look for the exit of this hellhole . "

Since the monsters would come every thirty or so seconds, Leon didn't have
to look for them . He just had to move, and they would organically appear .
While Leon flew and attacked those things, he also searched for the exit, but
obviously, the skill reached level thirty before he could find even his lunch .



Steel Nerves were leveling up fast, his body wasn't tired . . . but his mind
was . Keeping that state of absolute focus was too tricky when Leon had to
worry about the path and the monsters ahead .

"Time to learn the next skill . . . I wonder if I can learn something like
Bloodthirsty . . . "

There was a particular game Betty spent years playing as a barbarian, that
class had that skill . Although Leon couldn't remember what that skill could
do, if he could adapt to the system considering its name, he was pretty sure it
was a passive skill that would work for melee fighters who let themselves
become excited during the battles . They wouldn't get angry . . . they just
liked to fight and spill the enemies' blood .

"Can I do that? I hate those monsters, but can I force myself to emulate those
feelings?"

"No, it is okay . . . I only want to learn it to obtain status points, and it is not
like I intend to become a melee fighter . "

Still, Leon's worries and natures would, without a doubt, make things
difficult . He would have to do some mental training in order to truly feel that
way, at least for a while . In the end, Leon had to imagine himself beating the
magma creatures before he could actually feel that way . . . The human
psyche was indeed an incredible and somewhat scary thing . . . at least Leon
knew that he was okay because soon after he learned and practiced the passive
skill, he felt quite scared of himself .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Bloodthirst .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bloodthirst has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bloodthirst has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bloodthirst has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

The more excited Leon gets while fighting, the more powerful he would get,
but in the end, he decided to seal the passive skill for the sake of his mental
health .

"Well . . . what other passive skills I can learn . . . "

It would have helped if Miebos research center had that kind of information,
but it didn't . That was probably why Leon was struggling so much to learn
new skills . It was because the people of Miebos and him chose the same

path . It was easy for them to learn offensive attacks since that was more or

less their nature . . . the nature of the people like to solve problems with
explosions .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Vigilance .

You obtained 01 status points .

After a while, Leon finally learned a new passive skill, but that one was quite
hard to level up because Leon had to stop the enemy's attacks at the very last
moment . Since the magma creatures damaged his skin even without getting
close, that wasn't very pleasant . Regardless, at least that skill was quite
helpful because it could help Leon to see and prevent surprise attacks since it
increased his speed for a fraction of a second without any extra cost of mana .
It was a skill that could be used in perfect sync with Mana Dominion . . .
Leon just had to train his body and reflexes to move at speed necessary .

It worked . . . Leon frowned . I see . . . it is a skill that increases my stats as
long as dont let my feelings control me . It is quite complicated to level up
since I cant get emotional in any way .

It looked it was a skill that could only be learned during a battle, and it had a
lot of requirements such as attacking and defending without thinking about
anything . . . to some extent . If one stops from thinking, one wouldnt be able
to react or attack, after all . Regardless, Leon wondered if he could level up
that skill while using magic . . . he had no choice but to test it .

I guess since it only can be learned in combat . . . then I can only level up the
skill in combat too .

Three other magma creatures appeared, after breathing in deeply, Leon
pointed his right hand toward them . He didnt have to use his hand to use
spells, but it happened naturally because Leon didnt let his knowledge to



meddle at the moment . Leon shot three Earth Lances, and all of them crushed

the magma creatures making them fall again on the river of magma .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Nerves has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Nerves has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Steel Nerves has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon couldnt help but frown . . . the skill leveled up quite a lot considering
how weak those things were . As expected, something was very strange about
that place . . . but Leon couldnt truly understand what .

I dont have time to think about this or that . . . I have to become stronger
while I look for the exit of this hellhole .

Since the monsters would come every thirty or so seconds, Leon didnt have to
look for them . He just had to move, and they would organically appear .
While Leon flew and attacked those things, he also searched for the exit, but
obviously, the skill reached level thirty before he could find even his lunch .



Steel Nerves were leveling up fast, his body wasnt tired . . . but his mind
was . Keeping that state of absolute focus was too tricky when Leon had to
worry about the path and the monsters ahead .

Time to learn the next skill . . . I wonder if I can learn something like
Bloodthirsty . . .

There was a particular game Betty spent years playing as a barbarian, that
class had that skill . Although Leon couldnt remember what that skill could
do, if he could adapt to the system considering its name, he was pretty sure it
was a passive skill that would work for melee fighters who let themselves
become excited during the battles . They wouldnt get angry . . . they just
liked to fight and spill the enemies blood .

Can I do that? I hate those monsters, but can I force myself to emulate those
feelings?

No, it is okay . . . I only want to learn it to obtain status points, and it is not
like I intend to become a melee fighter .

Still, Leons worries and natures would, without a doubt, make things
difficult . He would have to do some mental training in order to truly feel that
way, at least for a while . In the end, Leon had to imagine himself beating the
magma creatures before he could actually feel that way . . . The human
psyche was indeed an incredible and somewhat scary thing . . . at least Leon
knew that he was okay because soon after he learned and practiced the passive
skill, he felt quite scared of himself .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Bloodthirst .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bloodthirst has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bloodthirst has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bloodthirst has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

The more excited Leon gets while fighting, the more powerful he would get,
but in the end, he decided to seal the passive skill for the sake of his mental
health .

Well . . . what other passive skills I can learn . . .

It would have helped if Miebos research center had that kind of information,
but it didnt . That was probably why Leon was struggling so much to learn
new skills . It was because the people of Miebos and him chose the same

path . It was easy for them to learn offensive attacks since that was more or

less their nature . . . the nature of the people like to solve problems with
explosions .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Vigilance .

You obtained 01 status points .

After a while, Leon finally learned a new passive skill, but that one was quite
hard to level up because Leon had to stop the enemys attacks at the very last
moment . Since the magma creatures damaged his skin even without getting
close, that wasnt very pleasant . Regardless, at least that skill was quite
helpful because it could help Leon to see and prevent surprise attacks since it
increased his speed for a fraction of a second without any extra cost of mana .
It was a skill that could be used in perfect sync with Mana Dominion . . .
Leon just had to train his body and reflexes to move at speed necessary .

Novel Chapter 379
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While Leon was thinking about the next skill he should learn, he remembered
about Yuki and couldn't help but wonder how he would face her now that he

lost the Emperor's Katana . Fortunately, the chances of her remembering him
after two hundred fifty years were pretty small . Besides, to return to Earth,
Leon would most likely have to face the shadowy figure . He would die trying
to defeat the creature, or at least he would succeed and recover his items . . .
unless the bastard sucked their mana and made them become dust .
Regardless, that doubt made Leon think of learning War Cry .

"I'm really an asshole . . . in the end, instead of worrying about the real
problem, I'm wondering if I can learn War Cry now . . . "



Leon sighed . . . he could only do that given the situation . In the end, the
matter of losing his items became a problem hidden deep in Leon's mind
because he started to practice in order to learn War Cry .

"The effects of the skill are like Rage, but the skill is much less powerful, and
there were no demerits to the allies . I'm pretty sure the skill would level up

faster if I use on several allies, but I'm interested in the variations of such

skill . "

For the time being, Leon had enough buffs, but learning a few debuffs

wouldn't be in any way a hassle . Well, it would be complicated, but it would
be very beneficial . The problem was, as always, learning the basics .

"Why I always get sidetracked so easily . . . my goal was to learn more
passive skills, and now I am worrying about learning more buffs and

debuffs . . . "

Despite that, Leon knew that he needed to increase his status like that . Aside
from mana, intelligence, and recovery, every other of his stats were on lower
levels . Since Leon also made sure not to rely on tools anymore, that kind of
spell was vital .

Regardless, since Leon didn't know the logic behind buffs and debuffs aside

from Haste and Slow, he decided to practice certain actions of a famous
RPG . Since the name of the spirits he had seen so far were the same as the
elemental spirits of some games, it was possible that he could learn the skills
of the same games . Thus he started to Cheer . . . as if he was watching a
soccer match and cheering for an actual team, but in front of him, he could
only see the walls of his hideout . Obviously, Leon was feeling quite silly
since he didn't receive any notifications .



"Maybe I should add mana to my voice like when I use Sonic Scream . . . "

It took quite a while for Leon to learn the said spell . Since he practiced Sonic
Scream before, he ended up using the spell every time he emitted mana using
his mouth . . . The right way to do that was to emanate his mana slowly to his
surroundings . Eventually, Leon learned the weaker version of War Cry .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Cheer .

Cost: 30 mana

Duration: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Oh, boy . . . I really learned . "

"Well . . . one step at a time . . . I can't get ahead of myself . "

Leon learned Cheer, a skill that raised the strength and speed of himself and
any ally close him . At level one, the skill raised his strength by one, and at
level two, his strength and speed increased by one, and so on . That was fine,
and all, but Leon was more interested in the skills which would increase his
intelligence and mentality . That being said, Leon leveled up Cheer until it
reached the level fifteen before trying anything else .

Once he did that, Leon tried to learn the other spells, but things didn't go as
expected . Most likely because Leon had to do weird things to learn the skills



he remembered from games . It was strange to look at an enemy and try at the
same time scary them…

"Using mana through my voice is easy… the problem is, how do I do that

using just my face? Can I even use my mana to make myself look scarier?"

Leon didn't have the habit of looking at the enemy showing hatred on his face
or eyes . However, Leon soon found a way to learn that, but first, he had to
do something unpleasant .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Hateful Gaze .

Cost: 30 mana



Duration: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 9437 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 4919 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +



Recovery: 2195 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 206,214,423

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Heal Lv 66, Auxiliary Earth Sword Lv 40, Cryomancy Lv 15,
North Breeze Lv 25, Cheer Lv 15, Hateful Gaze Lv 01

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 75, Rage Lv 122, Fire Resistance Lv 175,
Poison Resistance Lv 58, Spearmanship Lv 115, Staffmanship Lv 16, Sleep
Resistance Lv 80, Lion's Pride Lv 190, Zen Lv 10, Steel Nerves Lv 30,
Bloodthirst Lv 30, Vigilance Lv 30

While Leon was thinking about the next skill he should learn, he remembered
about Yuki and couldnt help but wonder how he would face her now that he
lost the Emperors Katana . Fortunately, the chances of her remembering him
after two hundred fifty years were pretty small . Besides, to return to Earth,
Leon would most likely have to face the shadowy figure . He would die trying
to defeat the creature, or at least he would succeed and recover his items . . .
unless the bastard sucked their mana and made them become dust .
Regardless, that doubt made Leon think of learning War Cry .

Im really an asshole . . . in the end, instead of worrying about the real
problem, Im wondering if I can learn War Cry now . . .



Leon sighed . . . he could only do that given the situation . In the end, the
matter of losing his items became a problem hidden deep in Leons mind
because he started to practice in order to learn War Cry .

The effects of the skill are like Rage, but the skill is much less powerful, and
there were no demerits to the allies . Im pretty sure the skill would level up

faster if I use on several allies, but Im interested in the variations of such

skill .

For the time being, Leon had enough buffs, but learning a few debuffs

wouldnt be in any way a hassle . Well, it would be complicated, but it would
be very beneficial . The problem was, as always, learning the basics .

Why I always get sidetracked so easily . . . my goal was to learn more passive
skills, and now I am worrying about learning more buffs and debuffs . . .

Despite that, Leon knew that he needed to increase his status like that . Aside
from mana, intelligence, and recovery, every other of his stats were on lower
levels . Since Leon also made sure not to rely on tools anymore, that kind of
spell was vital .

Regardless, since Leon didnt know the logic behind buffs and debuffs aside

from Haste and Slow, he decided to practice certain actions of a famous
RPG . Since the name of the spirits he had seen so far were the same as the
elemental spirits of some games, it was possible that he could learn the skills
of the same games . Thus he started to Cheer . . . as if he was watching a
soccer match and cheering for an actual team, but in front of him, he could
only see the walls of his hideout . Obviously, Leon was feeling quite silly
since he didnt receive any notifications .



Maybe I should add mana to my voice like when I use Sonic Scream . . .

It took quite a while for Leon to learn the said spell . Since he practiced Sonic
Scream before, he ended up using the spell every time he emitted mana using
his mouth . . . The right way to do that was to emanate his mana slowly to his
surroundings . Eventually, Leon learned the weaker version of War Cry .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Cheer .

Cost: 30 mana

Duration: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Oh, boy . . . I really learned .

Well . . . one step at a time . . . I cant get ahead of myself .

Leon learned Cheer, a skill that raised the strength and speed of himself and
any ally close him . At level one, the skill raised his strength by one, and at
level two, his strength and speed increased by one, and so on . That was fine,
and all, but Leon was more interested in the skills which would increase his
intelligence and mentality . That being said, Leon leveled up Cheer until it
reached the level fifteen before trying anything else .

Once he did that, Leon tried to learn the other spells, but things didnt go as
expected . Most likely because Leon had to do weird things to learn the skills



he remembered from games . It was strange to look at an enemy and try at the
same time scary them…

Using mana through my voice is easy… the problem is, how do I do that

using just my face? Can I even use my mana to make myself look scarier?

Leon didnt have the habit of looking at the enemy showing hatred on his face
or eyes . However, Leon soon found a way to learn that, but first, he had to
do something unpleasant .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Hateful Gaze .

Cost: 30 mana



Duration: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 9437 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 4919 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +



Recovery: 2195 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 206,214,423

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Heal Lv 66, Auxiliary Earth Sword Lv 40, Cryomancy Lv 15,
North Breeze Lv 25, Cheer Lv 15, Hateful Gaze Lv 01

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 75, Rage Lv 122, Fire Resistance Lv 175,
Poison Resistance Lv 58, Spearmanship Lv 115, Staffmanship Lv 16, Sleep
Resistance Lv 80, Lions Pride Lv 190, Zen Lv 10, Steel Nerves Lv 30,
Bloodthirst Lv 30, Vigilance Lv 30

Novel Chapter 380

Chapter 380: 380

I see . . . so Hateful Gaze decreases the strength and speed of an enemy . "

The angry face Leon always was forced to make when he put his arms on the
lave helped him to learn that . He just had to emit some mana through his
face…Still, even though Leon learned that, he couldn't level up Hateful Gaze



without a target . Although those buffs were also very useful… Leon didn't
know how to replicate the other versions .

"I guess until I think of ways to learn those buffs, I should resume my task of
learning new passive skills . "

Soon after, Leon found a dead end . However, that was a problem because he

didn't find any bifurcation in a while, and he was sure that he investigated all
possible paths . Leon was locked, and to leave that place, he would have to
open his path .

"To avoid wasting time, I have to create a weapon that will help me with
that… I don't want to rely on weapons, but it is not like I can dig using my
own hands . Those damn rocks are sturdy and hot as hell, after all . "

It was possible, but it was a bit hard to use Geomancy on rocks since the
particles were much more connected to each other . Regardless, creating a
decent weapon would help Leon to save mana, and he needed mana to level
up his offensive spells since those were his bread and butter .

After creating a hideout, Leon started to develop his next mithril weapon .
Leon's best weapon would be a spear, but since he could only produce half a
kilogram of mithril per day, that was out of the question .

"I guess I can only create a needle… It will be easy to repair it . Even though
I only intend to crack the rocks and let Geomancy do the rest . "

Sponsored Content
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Leon could only sigh while he was creating the thirty centimeters long
needle . He could create so many things in the past thanks to the help of mana
potions, magic items, and blue angel leaves, but now Leon could only create

weapons that didn't need to be held by both of his hands…

"I can't rely on recovery forever… now more than never, I have to learn how
to drain mana from my enemies . I must learn that myself…"

The list of things Leon had to learn was increasing at a scary pace now that he
didn't have magic weapons . It was troublesome, but once Leon overcomes
that problem, he would have many more chances to surprise his enemies
while moving unarmed, after all .

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Sponsored Content
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Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Sharp Mithril Needle

It grants you Strength +100, Speed + 50, Dexterity + 50 .

"Mmm… much better than I expected . I guess this all thanks to the high level
of my passive skills…"

Sponsored Content
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Leon spent one day creating the needle… probably . It was hard to be sure of
the passage of time in that hellhole . So, he didn't waste time and begun to dig
a hole on the dead end . Leon didn't know if he would find the same obstacles

as he did when he tried to go upward, but he had to confirm that .

Leon's new weapon proved itself to be very useful, in just a few strikes, the
rocks blocking his way started to crumble apart instead of just cracking . That
was because Leon's Telekinesis was very powerful and also because he



increased the piercing power by making the needle spin . Five minutes later,
the hole was already twenty meters long, and Leon found it…

???? (Fire)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon didn't even flinch . He started to attack the flesh of whatever the hell
that was without a hint of hesitation . The mithril needle endured the impacts
much better than the steel spear, and more importantly than that, it was
actually scratching the flesh . Leon thought that once the needle pierces that
flesh enough, the wound would flood that place with blood… but much to his

surprise, that didn't happen . Leon just found another layer of flesh once he
destroyed the first one .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

"… Did I just destroy the equivalent of a cell of this creature? It makes sense

no one or anything would bleed upon losing a single cell, but…"

It was quite a disgusting sight, but considering what Leon has been eating
lately, the destroyed flesh and the living flesh didn't bother him in the least .
Despite the heat, Leon could even feel an unpleasant smell coming from the

flesh, but he didn't stop . He kept attacking and opening a path until the
mithril needle lost its tip . However, Leon repaired it in just one hour . Leon
had a long path ahead of him, that much was obvious considering how much

he traveled so far . However, nothing would stop him… definitely, nothing or
anyone would stop him .

I see . . . so Hateful Gaze decreases the strength and speed of an enemy .

The angry face Leon always was forced to make when he put his arms on the
lave helped him to learn that . He just had to emit some mana through his
face…Still, even though Leon learned that, he couldnt level up Hateful Gaze
without a target . Although those buffs were also very useful… Leon didnt

know how to replicate the other versions .

I guess until I think of ways to learn those buffs, I should resume my task of
learning new passive skills .

Soon after, Leon found a dead end . However, that was a problem because he

didnt find any bifurcation in a while, and he was sure that he investigated all
possible paths . Leon was locked, and to leave that place, he would have to
open his path .



To avoid wasting time, I have to create a weapon that will help me with
that… I dont want to rely on weapons, but it is not like I can dig using my
own hands . Those damn rocks are sturdy and hot as hell, after all .

It was possible, but it was a bit hard to use Geomancy on rocks since the
particles were much more connected to each other . Regardless, creating a
decent weapon would help Leon to save mana, and he needed mana to level
up his offensive spells since those were his bread and butter .

After creating a hideout, Leon started to develop his next mithril weapon .
Leons best weapon would be a spear, but since he could only produce half a
kilogram of mithril per day, that was out of the question .

I guess I can only create a needle… It will be easy to repair it . Even though
I only intend to crack the rocks and let Geomancy do the rest .

Leon could only sigh while he was creating the thirty centimeters long
needle . He could create so many things in the past thanks to the help of mana
potions, magic items, and blue angel leaves, but now Leon could only create

weapons that didnt need to be held by both of his hands…

I cant rely on recovery forever… now more than never, I have to learn how to

drain mana from my enemies . I must learn that myself…

The list of things Leon had to learn was increasing at a scary pace now that he
didnt have magic weapons . It was troublesome, but once Leon overcomes
that problem, he would have many more chances to surprise his enemies
while moving unarmed, after all .

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Sharp Mithril Needle

It grants you Strength +100, Speed + 50, Dexterity + 50 .

Mmm… much better than I expected . I guess this all thanks to the high level
of my passive skills…

Leon spent one day creating the needle… probably . It was hard to be sure of
the passage of time in that hellhole . So, he didnt waste time and begun to dig
a hole on the dead end . Leon didnt know if he would find the same obstacles

as he did when he tried to go upward, but he had to confirm that .



Leons new weapon proved itself to be very useful, in just a few strikes, the
rocks blocking his way started to crumble apart instead of just cracking . That
was because Leons Telekinesis was very powerful and also because he
increased the piercing power by making the needle spin . Five minutes later,
the hole was already twenty meters long, and Leon found it…

???? (Fire)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/ ????

Stamina: ????/ ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????¸ ????

Congratulations! The skill Appraisal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon didnt even flinch . He started to attack the flesh of whatever the hell that
was without a hint of hesitation . The mithril needle endured the impacts
much better than the steel spear, and more importantly than that, it was
actually scratching the flesh . Leon thought that once the needle pierces that
flesh enough, the wound would flood that place with blood… but much to his



surprise, that didnt happen . Leon just found another layer of flesh once he
destroyed the first one .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

… Did I just destroy the equivalent of a cell of this creature? It makes sense

no one or anything would bleed upon losing a single cell, but…

It was quite a disgusting sight, but considering what Leon has been eating
lately, the destroyed flesh and the living flesh didnt bother him in the least .
Despite the heat, Leon could even feel an unpleasant smell coming from the

flesh, but he didnt stop . He kept attacking and opening a path until the
mithril needle lost its tip . However, Leon repaired it in just one hour . Leon
had a long path ahead of him, that much was obvious considering how much

he traveled so far . However, nothing would stop him… definitely, nothing or
anyone would stop him .
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